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INTRODUCTION 
While existence theorems for almost split sequences have been developed 
in a wide variety of settings, it is only recently that any attention has been 
given to the question of the existence of almost split sequences for 
categories of graded modules. Not only is this an interesting question in its 
own right, but the close connection between finitely generated graded 
modules and coherent sheaves on projective varieties also yields infor- 
mation concerning almost split sequences for categories of coherent 
sheaves. In [4, 51 we dealt with the question for Z-graded rings. In this 
paper we deal with rings graded by arbitrary abelian groups. We note that 
Geigle and Lenzing have studied some special two-dimensional situations 
in connection with their work on the relationship between vector bundles 
on weighted projective curves and modules over some particular finite 
dimensional algebras. 
Our results and method of proof are for the most part graded versions of 
those given in [3] for Cohen-Macaulay modules over isolated 
singularities. However, in some instances we need to provide new 
arguments. In particular, there is an equivalence of functor categories 
which plays an important role. In Section 1 we develop the necessary 
preliminaries on graded categories and functors to be able to state and 
prove this theorem. In Section 2 we apply this result to obtain our existence 
theorem for almost split sequences for modules graded by an arbitrary 
abelian group. 
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1. AN EQUIVALENCE BETWEEN FUNCTOR CATEGORIES 
We assume throughout this section that all graded objects are graded by 
a fixed arbitrary abelian group. After recalling some elementary facts about 
graded modules over graded rings, we discuss graded modules over graded 
R-algebras, where R is a graded commutative ring. This serves as a model 
for the notion of a graded R-category, which is introduced next. Then 
graded functors between graded R-categories are defined and the following 
result is proven. Let C be a graded R-category. Then the category, with 
zero degree morphisms, of graded functors from C to graded R-modules is 
equivalent to the category of all functors from C with degree zero 
morphisms to the category of R,-modules, where R, is the 0th component 
of R. This result plays a fundamental role in the next section. 
Assume that G is a fixed abelian group. Let A = II,, o Ai be a graded 
ring.SupposeA=LIiEcAiandB=LI,.. Bi are two graded A-modules. We 
say that a A-module morphism f: A -+ B is homogeneous of degree n if 
f(Ai) c Bifn for all i in G. It is easily checked that if A, B, C are graded A- 
modules and f: A ---f B and g: B---f C are homogeneous A-morphisms of 
degree p and q, respectively, then &: A -+ C is homogeneous of degree 
p+q. From this it follows readily that if Homprn(A, B) denotes the sub- 
group of Hom(A, B) generated by the graded A-morphisms f: A -P B, then 
for h in Homp,,(A, B) and j in Hom,,,(B, C) we have that j/z is in 
Homgrn(A, C). Therefore the graded A-modules together with the 
morphisms Homp,,,(A, B) f or all graded A-modules A and B and the usual 
composition of A-modules is an additive category which we denote by 
Mod gr A. It should be noted that if A and B are graded A-modules with A 
finitely generated, then Hom,,,(A, B) = Hom,(A, B). 
Suppose A and B are in Mod gr A. Then for each i in G we define 
Homp,,(A, B)i to be the subgroup of Homp,,(A, B) consisting of the 
graded morphisms of degree i. We consider Hom,,,(A, B) a G-graded 
abelian group by means of the grading Homp,,(A, B) = 
LIitC; Hom,,,(A, B)i. Next for each p in G we define A(p) to be the graded 
module with the property Am= Ai+,, for all i in G. It is then easy to see 
that for all p in G we have that 
Hom,,AA, B(P)) = Hom,,AA, B)(P) 
and, using the commutativity of G, that Hom,,,(A( p), B) = 
Hom,,AA, B)( -P). 
We now introduce the notion of a G-graded algebra. 
Let R = LIiEG Ri be a commutative G-graded ring. A graded R-algebra is 
a graded ring A = LIieG Aj together with a ring homomorphism f: R + A 
satisfying: 
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(a) Imf is contained in the center of A and 
(b) f(Ri) c Ai for all i in G. 
Then each graded A-module is a graded R-module. Also Homp,,(A, B) is a 
graded R-submodule of Hom,,,(A, B). It is obvious that the composition 
in Mod gr A induces a graded R-morphism Hom,,,(A, B) OgrR 
Hom,,,(A, C) + Homp,,(A, C), where the tensor product is the usual 
tensor product in Mod gr R. Finally, for each A in Mod gr A we have that 
A(p), for each p in G, is the same whether A is viewed as being a graded 
A- or graded R-module. 
We now introduce the notion of a G-graded category, which can be 
viewed as a generalization of the graded modules over a graded R-algebra. 
As before, we assume that R = I..IiEG R; is a commmutative G-graded 
ring. A category C is called a G-graded R-category, provided it has the 
following additional structures: 
(a) Hom,(A, B) is a G-graded R-module for all A and B in C. 
(b) For each A in C and p in G, we have A(p) in C. These structures 
satisfy the following conditions: 
(1) If f is in Horn&A, B),, and g is in Horn&B, C),, then gf is in 
Hom,.(A, C),, y for all p, q in G. I 
(2) A(O)=A, A(p)(q)=A(p+q). 
(3) HomdA(p), B)= Hom,(A, W-P) and HomdA, B(P))= 
Horn&A, B)(p) for all p in G. 
Finally we say that f in Hom,(A, B) is homogeneous of degree p if f is 
in Horn&A, B),. 
It is easily seen that if A is a G-graded R-algebra, then Mod gr A is a G- 
graded R-category. The other type of G-graded R-categories which will be 
of concern to us in this paper are categories of degree zero graded functors 
between graded R-categories. We begin our discussion of these categories 
with the definition of graded functors. 
Suppose C and D are graded R-categories. A covariant functor F: C + D 
is said to be a graded functor if 
(a) F: Horn&A, B) -+ Hom,(F(A), F(B)) is a graded R-morphism of 
degree zero for all A and B in C and 
(b) F(A( p)) = F(A)(p) for all A in C and p in G. 
Let F, H, J be functors from C to D, wher C is skeletally small. Then 
(F, H), the set of all morphisms from F to H, has a natural structure as an 
R-module. We say that c1 in (F, H) is graded of degree p if 
cxc : F(C) + H(C) is a homogeneous morphism in D of degree p for all C in 
481,114 l-3 
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C. We denote by (F, H), the R,-submodule of (F, H) consisting of the 
graded degree p morphisms in (F, H). It is clear that if CI is in (F, H)P and /3 
is in (H, J),, then /?CX is in (F, J)P+,. 
Define gr(F, H) to be the R-submodule of (F, H) generated by the 
homogeneous morphisms from F to H. It is readily seen that if LY is in 
gr(F, H) and /3 is in gr(H, J), then /?a is in gr(F, J). From this it follows 
that the graded covariant functors from C to D with the morphisms and 
composition just described is a category which we denote by gr(C, D). We 
now show that gr(C, D) is in a natural way a G-graded R-category. 
First of all, we consider gr(F, H) a graded R-module by means of the 
grading gr(F, H) = LIitc gr(F, H);, where gr(F, H)i= (F, H); for all i in G. 
It is easily checked that the composition in gr(C, D) gives the required 
graded R-module morphisms gr(F, H) OgrR gr(H, J) + gr(F, J). 
Next for each F in gr(C, D) and p in G, we define F(p) in gr(C, D) as 
follows. For each A in C, define F(p)(A) = F(A)(p). Since F(A(p)) = 
F(A)(p), we also have that F(p)(A)=F(A(p)). Now each f:A + B 
in C can also be viewed as a morphism f(R): A(p) -+ B(p), 
since Hom,(A( p), B(p)) = Hom,(A, B)( -p + p) = Hom,(A, B). Using 
these identifications, we define F(f): F(p)(A) -+ F(p)(B) to be 
F(f( p)): F(A( p)) -+ F( B( p)). It is now not difficult to check that F(p) is a 
graded functor. To finish the proof that gr(C, D) is a G-graded R-category, 
it suffices to show that gr(F(p), H) =gr(F, H)( -p) and gr(F, H(p)) = 
gr(F, H)(p) for all F and H in gr( C, D) and p in G. This follows routinely 
from the definitions involved. 
So far we have only discussed covariant graded functors. Since we will 
usually be interested in contravariant rather than covariant graded functors 
we give a brief discussion of these functors. To this end, the notion of the 
opposite category of a graded R-category is useful. 
Suppose C is a graded R-category. We consider the opposite category 
Cop a graded R-category as follows. For notational clarity, we write AoP for 
an object A in C when A is viewed as an object in Cop. Obviously, for all 
A“P and BoP in Cop, we have that HomCOp(AoP, Bop)= Hom,(B, A) is a 
graded R-module and the composition of morphisms has the usual proper- 
ties. For each AoP in Cop and n in G, we define AoP(n) = A( -n). With these 
definitions Cop is a graded R-category since Hom,,,,(AoP(n), Bop) = 
HomCOp(AoP, BoP)( -n) and Home.,(AoP, BoP(n)) = HomcOp(AoP, BoP)(n) 
for all AoP and BoP in C and n in G. 
Suppose C and D are graded R-categories. One can now give a direct 
definition of a graded contravariant functor F: C -+ D or simply define it to 
be a covariant graded functor from Cop to D. We denote the graded R- 
category of contravariant graded functors from C to D by gr(CoP, D). It 
should be noted that for F in gr(CoP, D) we have that F(p)(A) = 
F(A)(p) = F(A( -p)) for all A in C and p in G. 
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The rest of this section is devoted to proving the main theorem of this 
section. 
Associated with any graded R-category D is the category D, whose 
objects are the same as those of D but where Hom,,(A, B) = 
Hom,(A, B),, the degree zero homogeneous morphisms from A to B for all 
A and B in D. Suppose C is a graded R-category. Our aim is to describe a 
natural equivalence of categories gr(CoP, Mod gr R),, -+ (Cgp, Mod R,), 
where (C;P, Mod R,) is the category of all contravariant &-linear functors 
from C;P to Mod R,. 
It is clear that gr(C”P, Mod gr R)O is an abelian category. We now 
want to show that for each C in C, the functor gr( , C) is projective 
in gr(CoP, Mod gr R)O and that the collection of all gr(, C) with C in 
C is a projective generator for gr(CoP, Mod gr R),, i.e., for each 
F: Cop -+ Mod gr R there is a homogeneous degree zero epimorphism 
UC,, c gr( , Cj) + f’. 
We associate with each F in gr(C”P, Mod gr R)” and n in G, the functor 
F,,: C;P --f Mod R, defined as follows. For each C in C, define F,,(C) = 
F(C),, and for each f: A + B in C,, define F,(f): F,(B) + F,,(A) by 
F,(f)(x) = F(f)(x) for all x in F,,(B). Therefore if tl: F-i H is a degree zero 
morphism, then a(F( C),) c H(C), for all C in C and n in G, which means 
that a induces the morphism a,,: F,, + H, for all n in G. Thus for each n in 
G, we have the functor gr(CoP, Mod gr R), + (C,“P, Mod R,) given by 
F+ F, for all F in gr( Cop, Mod gr R),. As an immediate consequence of 
these definitions we have that a sequence 0 -+ F+ G + H -+ 0 in 
gr(CoP, Mod gr R), is exact if and only if 0 -+ F,, -+ G, + H, + 0 is exact in 
(C;P, Mod R,) for all n in G. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. gr( Cop, Mod gr R)O has the following properties: 
(a) (gr( , C(n)), F) = F ,,(C) ,for all C in C, F in gr(CoP, Mod gr R), 
and n in G. 
(b) A sequence 0 -+ F -+ J+ H + 0 is exact in gr(CoP, Mod gr R)0 if 
and only zf 
0 4 kr( t CL F) -+ kr( , CL-0 -+ (gr( , C), H) --) 0 
is exact for all C in C. 
(c) gr( , C) is projective in gr(CoP, Mod gr R),for all C in C. 
Cd) ThefamCv {gr( , Cl> f or all C in C is a projective generator for 
gr( Cop, Mod gr R),. 
Proof (a) Let C be in C and F be in gr(CoP, Mod gr R),. Define 
4: (gr( , C), F) + F,(C) by d(a) = a,-( 1 c) for all a in (gr( , C), F). Then the 
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usual Yoneda argument shows that 4 is an isomorphism which is functorial 
in F and C and which we will usually consider an identification. Thus it 
follows that 
(gr( , C(n)), F) = FdC(n)) = F(C(n)h = F(CN -nh = F(C)-, = L,(C) 
(remember that F(C(n)) = F(C)( -n)), which is our desired result. 
The rest of the proposition is an easy consequence of a). 
We now state and prove the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let C he a graded R-category. Then p: gr(CoP, 
Mod gr R)O -+ (C;P, Mod R,) given by B(F) = F,, is an equivalence of 
categories. 
Proof: It is clear that p has the following properties: 
(a) /? is exact and commutes with arbitrary sums. 
(b) /3(gr( , C)) = gr( , C), is projective in (C,OP, Mod R,) for all C 
in C. 
(c) /? (gr( , C), gr( , C’)) -+ (gr( , C),, gr(, C’),) is an isomorphism 
for all C and C’ in C. 
That p is an equivalence of categories now follows from the fact that the 
families (gr( , C)} and {gr( , C),} with C in C are projective generators 
for gr(CoP, Mod gr R), and (C;P, Mod R,), respectively, and that /I induces 
an equivalence of categories { gr( , C) } c in c‘ + (gr( , C), > Gin c. 
Usually in studying a graded R-category C, it is the category CO which is 
of primary interest and hence also the category (CGP, Mod R,). Since we 
have the canonical equivalence of categories gr(CoP, Mod gr R), + 
(C,OP, Mod R,), studying (C,OP, Mod R,) is equivalent to studying 
(COP, Mod gr R),. We will concentrate most of our attention on the 
category (Cop, Mod gr R)O since for many purposes it is easier to deal 
with than (Cop, Mod R,). Illustrations of this point of view are given in 
Section 2. 
2. EXISTENCE OF ALMOST SPLIT SEQUENCES 
Let R be an equidimensional regular commutative ring, which is graded 
by an abelian group G, such that R, is an artin ring and R, is a finitely 
generated R,-module for each i in G. 
Let A be a G-graded R-algebra which is a finitely generated projective 
R-module, and assume that A is an isolated singularity as ungraded 
R-algebra, that is, gl. dim. A = CO and gl. dim. ,4P = dim R, for all prime 
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ideals p in R which are not maximal. Denote by P(gr A) the category of 
finitely generated G-graded A-modules which are R-projective. 
The aim of this section is to show that P(gr A) has almost split 
sequences. The proof is based on the fact that certain functors are finitely 
presented, which is interesting in itself. We imitate the proof of the 
existence of almost split sequences for the category of finitely generated 
R-projective A-modules P,JA) when R is a complete regular local ring and 
A is an isolated singularity, given in [3, Sections 681. Usually the only 
thing required to convert the arguments used in [3] to the graded case, is 
to check that the morphisms involved are of degree zero. In these cases we 
do not repeat the arguments. 
The proof of the existence of almost split sequences in the context of this 
paper is based on the following. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let the assumptions on R and A he as above, and let 
F: mod gr A -+ Mod gr R be a finitely presented graded contravariant 
functor. If M is in mod gr R, Exta(F, M) 1 P(gr A) is finitely presented in the 
category gr( P(gr A )Op, Mod gr R),, for all i 3 0. 
Proof, We give a brief outline of the proof, stressing the points where 
new arguments are needed. We first follow the proof for [3,6.2] to prove 
that ExtL( , A) 1 P(gr ,4) is finitely presented for A in mod gr A. The next 
step is to prove that for L in P(gr Aop), Ext’,(L@ , R)- 
Ext>(A, Hom,(L, R)) for Odidd, so that Ext’,JL@, R) 1 P(gr A) is 
finitely presented for all i b 0 [3, 8.41. For this we need the following. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let 0 + R -+ I, + I, + ... -+ Id + 0 be a minimal injective 
resolution in (Mod gr R),. [f Y is a graded A-module which has finite length 
as an ungraded R-module, then Horn ,J Y, Ii) = 0 for i < d. 
Proqf: Since Y has finite length, Exti( Y, R) = 0 for i < d. This can also 
be computed using the minimal graded injective resolution of R, by 
considering 
0 + Hom( Y, R) + Hom( Y, I,) -+ Hom( Y, I,) + + Hom( Y, I,) --t 0. 
Consider also 0 -+ R + I, + K-+ 0, and the exact sequence 0 + 
Hom( Y, R) + Hom( Y, I,,) -+ Hom( Y, K) + Ext’( Y, R) -+ Ext’( Y, R) = 0, 
and since R -+ I,, is an essential extension, we also have Hom( Y, IO) = 0. 
Since Ext’( Y, R) = 0, we get Hom( Y, K) = 0, and hence Hom( Y, I,) = 0. 
Continuing this way, we get our desired result. 
It now follows as in [3, 8.21 that if L is in P(gr Aop), then Hom,(L, I,) is 
an injective graded A-module for 0 6 i< d. For we have the isomorphism 
Ext!,(X, Hom,(L, I,)) 7 Hom,(Tor<(L, X), I,) 
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for any X in mod(gr A). Since L is in P(gr A“P), it follows directly, as in 
[3, 8.11, that Torf(L, X) has finite length as an R-module, and con- 
sequently Hom,(L, I,) is injective. Then we get an exact sequence 
0 + Hom,(L, R) -+ Hom,(L, Z,) + . + Hom,(L, Id) --t 0 
of degree zero maps. Since Hom,(L, I,) is injective for 0 < i < d, it follows 
as in [3, 8.31 that Ext>( , Hom,(L, R)) is given as the ith homology of the 
complex 
0 + ( , Horn R( L, I,) -+ . . . + ( , Hom,( L, Id)) -+ 0, 
for 0 d id d. The desired degree zero isomorphism Ext,(L 0 , R) N 
Ext’( , Hom,(L, R)) for 0 6 i< d is then obtained since this complex is 
isomorphic to the complex 
O+Hom,(L@ ,I,)-+ . +Hom,(L@ ,Zd)-+O. 
Further, Exti(L@ , R) 1 P(gr A) being finitely presented for L in 
P(gr A““) is extended to hold for L in mod(gr A”“). This fact together with 
the fact that for any finitely presented covariant functor F there is an exact 
sequence of functors, with degree zero morphisms 0 + F+ A 0 -+ 
B@ + CO -+ 0 is then used to show that Ext,(F, R) 1 P(gr A) is finitely 
presented for all i. By induction on pd,M it then follows that 
Ext,(F, M) 1 P(gr A) is finitely presented for M in mod(gr R). 
We point out that the above proof uses in an essential way the fact that 
the finitely presented functors in gr(P(gr A), mod gr R)O is an abelian 
category, which is a consequence of the following [3, 61. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. P(gr A ) is functorially finite in mod(gr A). 
We recall that this means that the functors ( , A)/ P(gr A) and 
(A, ) 1 P(gr A) are finitely generated, for A in mod(gr A). The first part is a 
special case of Ext’( , A) / P(gr A) being finitely presented, and the second 
part is deduced from the first as in [3, 6.61. 
The fact that Hom,(A, ), M 1 P(gr A) is finitely presented for all A in 
mod(gr A) and M in mod(gr R) gives the following interesting way of con- 
structing finitely presented functors in gr(P(gr A)Op, mod R),. We here 
recall that a subfunctor F’ of a functor F is determined by an object A if a 
subfunctor H of F is contained in F’ whenever H(A) c F’(A) (see [2] for 
further details). 
LEMMA 2.4. Let F: Mod(gr A) + Mod R be a graded contravariant 
functor, and let A be in Mod(gr A). Zf F is a graded subfunctor of F deter- 
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mined by A und FI P(gr A) is finitely presented, then F 1 P(gr A) is finitely 
presented. 
Proof Define c(: F+ Hom,((A, ), FA/F’A) as follows. For B in 
Mod(gr A), define c(~: F(B) + Hom,((A, B, FA/F’A) by defining cr,(X)(f) 
to be the image of F(f) in FA/F’A, for X in F(B) and f in Hom(A, B). It is 
then not hard to see that we have an exact sequence of graded functors 
with degree zero maps 0 + F -+ F+ Hom,((A, ), FA/F’A). Since 
Hom,((A, ), FA/F’A) 1 P(gr A) is finitely presented, F’I P(gr A) is finitely 
presented if FI P(gr A) is. 
From Lemma 2.4 we could deduce as in [3] that simple functors in 
g-(&r A lop, Mod R),, are finitely presented, and then use the equivalence 
of categories from Theorem 1.2 to conclude that simple functors are finitely 
presented in (P(gr A);p, Mod R,). The existence of almost split sequences 
in P(gr A), follows directly from this last fact. We will, however, use the 
equivalence of categories to get an analog of Lemma 2.4 for functors from 
P(gr A)gp to Mod R,,, and then obtain that simple functors are dinitely 
presented as a special case. 
We recall from section one that we have an equivalence of categories 
8: gr((mod gr A)Op, Mod gr R)” + ((mod gr A@‘, Mod R,), given by 
b’(F) = F,. If H’ 4 ’ F, is a subfunctor we then have a corresponding 
morphism j: H + F such that H’ = H,. By considering Im j and using that 
we have an equivalence and that /I preserves monomorphisms, we see that 
j: H -+ F is a monomorphism. The following result will be useful. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let F: mod gr A + Mod R be a graded contravariant 
,functor, and let F,: (mod gr A),, + mod R, be the induced functor. Assume 
that H, is a subfunctor of F, determined by some A in mod(gr A), and let H 
be the unique subfunctor of F inducing H,. Then H is also determined by A. 
Proof Let U be a graded subfunctor of F such that U(A) G H(A). Then 
U,,(A) E H,,(A), so that {U, H}O = H,, where {U, H} is the subfunctor of F 
generated by U and H. We then have { U, H}O = H,. Hence by the oneeone 
correspondence of functors, {U, H} = H, and so U c H. This shows that H 
is a graded subfunctor of F determined by A. 
We now get the following general result on constructing finitely 
presented functions in (P(gr A);P, Mod R,). 
THEOREM 2.6. Let F, be a finitely presented functor in (P(gr A):?‘, 
Mod R,), and H, a subfunctor of F, determined by some A in P(gr A). Then 
HO is also finitely presented. 
ProoJ Let F be the finitely presented graded functor in 
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gr(P(gr A)Op, Mod R), corresponding to P’, under the equivalence, and H 
the subfunctor of F corresponding to H,. By Lemma 2.5, H is determined 
by A, and by Lemma 2.4, we then know that H is finitely presented. It 
follows that H, is finitely presented. 
If S is a simple contravariant functor from P(gr A), to Mod R,, there is 
a unique indecomposable A in P(gr A) with S(A)#O and S(A)= 
(End A ),,/rad( End A ),, . We then have an epimorphism p: ( , A ) -+ S, and to 
show that S is finitely presented it is by Theorem 2.6 enough to show that 
Ker fl is determined by A in ( , A). To see this, let H c ( , A)0 with H(A) s 
Ker IJ(A) = rad(End A),. If H @ Ker 8, then {H, ker p} = ( , A),, since 
Ker B is a maximal subfunctor. But this contradicts {H, ker P}(A) = 
rad(End A),, so that H & Ker 8, and consequently Ker fi is determined by 
A. Hence we have shown the following. 
PROPOSITION 2.7. Let S be a simple functor in (P(gr A);“, Mod R,). 
Then S is finitely presented. 
We can now deduce our existence theorem for almost split sequences. 
THEOREM 2.8. Let A be a G-graded R-order which is an isolated 
singularity. Then the category P(gr A), has the following properties. 
(a) For each indecomposable nonprojective C in P(gr A), (or each 
indecomposable noninjective A), there is an almost split sequence 
O+A-+B-+C+O in P(grA),. 
(b) If C is indecomposable projective in P(gr A)O, there is a minimal 
right almost split map B+ C in P(gr A)“. 
(c) If A is indecomposable injective in P(gr A),, there is a minimal left 
almost split map A + B in P(gr A),. 
Proof Given an indecomposable C in P(gr A),, there is a unique 
maximal subfunctor rad( , C), of ( , C), (see [ 11). ( , C),/rad( , C), is 
hence simple and, therefore by Proposition 2.7, finitely presented. We then 
have a right almost-split map g: B’ + C in P(gr A)O, and since the Krull- 
Schmidt theorem holds, we have a minimal right almost-split map g: B + C. 
If C is not projective, we get as usual an almost-split sequence 
O+Kerg+B+C+O in P(grA),. 
The rest follows, since D = Hom,( , R): P(gr A)0 -+ P(gr AOp)O is a 
duality. 
We note that this existence theorem does not give any information on 
the relationship between the end terms of an almost-split sequence. In some 
situations we have more information, as proved in [4, 51. 
We end with the following graded analog of [3, 11. 
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PROPOSITION 2.9. Let I be a homogeneous ideal in k[ X, , . . . . X,,], the 
polynomial ring over a field k with the usual Z-grading. Assume that the 
Z-graded ring A = k[X,, . . . . X,]/I is a Z-graded algebra over a regular 
equidimensional Z-graded ring R which is a finitely generated projective 
R-module. Then the ,following are equivalent: 
(a) P(gr A) has almost split sequences. 
(b) For all X and Y in P(gr A) we have that Hom(X, Y) has finite 
length, where Hom(X, Y) denotes Hom(X, Y) module the subgroup of all 
morphisms factoring through a projective. 
(c) For all C in P(gr A) and any nonmaximal prime ideal p of A we 
have that C, is A,-projective. 
(d) A is regular or is an isolated singularity. 
Proof. Analogous to the proof of [3, 11. 
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